CURRICULUM MAP 2015-16 – RECEPTION
Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

All about me books
Communication and
Language
(CAL)

Using scissors
Holding a pencil
Physical
Development
(PD)

Me and My World – seen through all activities and adult modelling
Language Groups
Partner Work

Explore and discuss my
new school
Mat work:
Jumping, hopping,
crawling, rolling
Cones, circle

Moving in different
ways around obstacles

Racing games

Ball skills

Ball skills

Outdoor Area

Obstacle course

Chasing and racing
games

Obstacles

Races

Dance and drama: Jack
and the Beanstalk

Parachute

Bench work/Balancing
Dance: Butterflies

Hoops and ribbons
Moving in different ways
Skipping ropes
and sack races
Who is there to help us?
Circle times: my family
I like/I do not like

Personal, Social,
Emotional
(PSE)

Explore my new
surroundings
My new friend is …

Circle time:
How can we keep safe
on Firework night?
How might Percy feel
that he has lost his
animals?

How can we care for
wild animals?
Which clothes do we
need to wear in
different seasons?

How do you celebrate
Christmas?

How can we solve a
problem if someone
takes our toy?
Feelings: How do you
feel? Why?
(linked to CAL)
How do we make
someone feel better if
they feel sad?
Families: Who is in
Baby bears family?
Who is in your family?
(differences and
similarities)
Families: Who is in
Baby bears family?

Our families- Every
family is different and
unique
How we can share and
take turns (finding a
compromise)
Our favourite stories
and explain why.
Caring for God’s
creatures in our
environment.
What makes us unique?
What are we planning
on doing with our
families over Easter?

What Makes Good
Classroom?
Feelings: scared, brave
(linked to Jack and the
Beanstalk)
Feelings: Excited/ worried:
Linked to Jack and the
Beanstalk
Feelings: determined/
persevere
Linked to Jack and the
Beanstalk

Linked heavily to needs of
the class to assist transition
to Year 1

Who is in your family?
(differences and
similarities)
Picnic on the moon
Holiday news
Firework safety posters

Letter to Farmer Bob
Letter to Baby Bear

Describe Percy the Park
Keeper

Literacy

Easter News
Explore the Hungry
caterpillar book.

Rhyme
Rhyming bean string

Passports
Giving meaning to a
picture or paining
Mark making walk

Missing Posters
Speech bubbles
Hibernation Collect
information for whole
class Non- Fiction book.
Discuss features of Nonfiction text. Put together
their information book

Finding and recording
information: space
Instruction for
sandwiches

Sequencing and
recording the Very
Hungry Caterpillar story

Story telling

What did you do at the
farm?

Ordering and recording
the story

Information book (farm
animals)

Wanted poster

Book making

Bean diaries

Letter to year one Teacher

Easter cards
Easter story
Invitations: to parents
summer concert

Shape walk, Sorting
games

Numeracy

Counting games/Rhyme
time

Counting and irregular
arrangement of objects

Finding one more

Measuring object in the
garden (Finding tallest
and shortest)

Doubling

Weight

Halving

Scales

Weight (ordering
heaviest to the lightest)

Problem solving

Money

Subtraction using number
lines and other methods

Recap 2D/3D shapes

Patterns
Money

3D shape (castles)

Find total of two
groups- addition

Capacity

Measuring using rulers

subtraction

Counting on and back

Rocket count down (100)
Ordering numerals
More and fewer
Shape and colour
3D shape
Positional language

Finding one less with
objects

Recap ordering numbers (020)

from a number
One more and one less
Light and Dark
Bonfire night/ Fireworks
Understanding of the
World
(UW)

Seasons
Habitats
Where do you live?
Who is in your family?

Making habitats for
foxes and other wildlife
Christmas story
Post a letter to Father
Christmas
Firework pictures
(blowing with straws)

Rhyme time
Expressive Art and
Design
(EAD)

Home corner

Collage pictures from
things collected during
Autumn walk

Exploring paint and
materials
Finding the beat
Leaf printing

DT day:
Christmas decorations
Create a 3D Percy the
Park Keeper

Flower designing
Clay hedgehogs
Alien pictures

Moon and Earth
Difference between
vehicles: cars,
motorbikes, space
buggies and rockets
Illustrations on 2simple
programme
Jelly and alien drinks!
Making sandwiches
Drama: walk on the
moon
Telescopes
Space helmets

Fruit and vegetable
sorting

Fruit and vegetable
sorting
Bean planting

Use espresso find
information on a
butterflies

Stain glass windowEarth
Button Moon
Collage- baby bear
different materials

Create a photo book type
captions for book

2Simple: paint programme
Bee bots
Ipads: recording

Fruit salads/ kebabs

Espresso
Bee bots

Easter story

Make salt dough fruit
and vegetables for role
play

Create a Giant collage for
role play
Papier Mache Golden egg

Butterfly symmetry
painting

Farm animals using paper
plates
Father’s day cards

Different genres of music

Art week

Changing the beat

Threading

Observational drawings
of butterflies (from
photographs)

Observational drawings

Exploring instruments and
their sound

Loud and soft sounds
Paper Mache alien
masks

Cameras: taking photos

Healthy lunchbox

Easter cakes

Create a garden scene
using pastels (Using colour
for a purpose)
Papier Mache linked to
(3D shape)

Textures: fur, fins and
feathers
Texture: find
Hats for Summer
concert
Thin and thick brushes

